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BIOGRAPHY 

 Birane Wane, better known as One Pac (One Person from Another 

Country), is a native of Saint- Louis, Senegal, one of the most cosmopolitan cities 

in Western Africa. Saint-Louis was declared heritage of UNESCO since 2000. 

Auther and interpret of his songs, One Pac holds a Master degree in African 

Literature and Civilization at Cheikh Anta Diop University of Dakar. Passionate of 

language and literature, he became interested in rap in 1997 when he was at high 

school. 

 

 

 With his first group 

“SopaixFra” he starts in his first 

songs by denouncing the injustice 

he witnessed at that period.  

In 2004, he joined the collective 

of students and rappers “Hip Hop 

Campus” at Cheikh Anta Diop 

University of Dakar and  

published his first single entitled 

" What's my name?", which was a 

great success.  
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In 2007, he became a revelation in the Hip Hop movement in Senegal. He 

joined the crew KADDU GUNZ and they released their album “Identity” on April 

2011, what make him official in the Senegalese music market. 

 

 

 

Well known by his capacity of analysis, One Pac always disclose alerting 

and conscious messages for his population. In 2011, he joined the movement Y'en 

a Marre, a group of influent rappers and journalists representing forces of 

opposition in Senegal. 

In 2013, he succeeds to create a mix of Rap, Soul, Jazz with some 

traditional African music and this is how the project HIP HOP SOUL JAZZ was 

born. 
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PRESENTATION OF THE HIP HOP SOUL JAZZ CONCEPT  

 

 

 

 

 

 

One Pac has developed a new concept of music in Senegal called “Hip Hop 

Soul Jazz”, where he shows that Hip Hop comes from the evolution of Jazz, 

Gospel, Soul and Blues… representing both African and Black culture in general. 

HIP HOP SOUL JAZZ is a long term project. The first album, with eleven 

tracks, is titled HIP HOP SOUL JAZZ THE PROJECT, released on May, 26 2014, 

in collaboration with the label Bois Sakré of the Senegalese international group 

DAARA J FAMILY (Faada Freddy and Ndongo D).      

HIP HOP SOUL JAZZ THE PROJECT is an album made by samples of 

music of great figures of jazz and soul music like James Brown, Nina Simone, Van 

Morrison, George Duke, Aminta Fall, Orchestra Baobab, Omar Pene, etc... 

(Presentation in Vimeo: https://vimeo.com/96504627) 

After releasing HIP HOP SOUL JAZZ THE PROJECT, he begins a new 

stage in his musical career playing with a band of musicians (The Hip Hop Soul 

Jazz Band). One Pac performs in the most representative scenes of music in St. 

Louis (the French Institute, Flamingo, the Jazz Festival of Saint Louis), Dakar 

(Just for U, Must, Villacrystal) and many other places throughout Senegal 

https://vimeo.com/96504627
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In 2015, “Hip Hop Soul 

Jazz the Project” has been 

classified among the five Best 

Hip Hop Albums in Senegal by 

Rewmi FM HIP HOP AWARDS 

(Bagne Lal Production and the 

group Promo Consulting) 

sponsored by the Senegalease 

Ministry of Culture.  

 

  His participation to the concert of Youssou Ndour with the program “Vacances 

Citoyennes” lead by the Ministry of youth  on  15 August 2015  in Saint Louis  

has strengthened  his status as an official artist. 

One Pac is currently looking for an international producer for his next 

Album HIP HOP SOUL JAZZ VOLUME I and aims to propel his musical style 

throughout the world. 

DISCOGRAPHY 

     2004- Single “What’s my name”, whit “Docteur Mic” 

      2011 ‐ First LP “Identité”, whit KADDU GUNZ. 

      2014 ‐ Second LP in solitary, “Hip Hop Soul Jazz ‐The Project”. 

 

OFFICIAL VIDEOS 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ECHI-eVbEJs 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QPA2P1Ucxfk 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Su0dnqbJY4U 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i6Fvni8uGKk 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-_STEVvbMA 

          
 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ECHI-eVbEJs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QPA2P1Ucxfk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Su0dnqbJY4U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i6Fvni8uGKk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-_STEVvbMA
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ONE PAC IN THE MEDIA 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nqwOn6sf57U 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DzCaWO8of0Y 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=auCVP16pdbg 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ijigSSSaMU 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HYG_i3ZWFo4 

 http://www.ndarinfo.com/NOUVEL-ALBUM-HIP-HOP-SOUL-JAZZ-ONE-

PAC-dans-la-cour-des-grands-_a9256.html 

 http://yamatele.tv/media/watch/zbGWUxdDGf/xsidex---seetu-bi-avec-

one-pac-et-professeur 

 http://www.wakhart.com/one-pac-le-premier-album/ 

 http://www.sounds-of-the-world.com/band/one-pac/ 

Saint Louis Jazz Festival, Senegal, 2015 and 2013, in You Tube: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gMXICK3BNrY      

                 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ls53rDaCNgo 

                 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wo9SKi3B59g 

 

 

  

CONTACTS 

 

SPAIN: 0034 645 967 508     SENEGAL: 0022 1 774591995  

Lawita77@msn.com (English, Spanish, French) 

1pacofficiel@gmail.com (English, French, Wolof) 

biranamar@yahoo.fr (English,French,Wolof) 

 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/OnePac

/102264246588351?ref=hl 

  

https://www.reverbnation.com/onepac
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